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Abstract -In recent years, the introduction of Pre 

Engineered Building (PEB) concept in the design of structures 

has helped in optimizing design. The adoptability of PEB in 

the place of Conventional Steel Building (CSB) design 

concept resulted in many advantages, including economy and 

easier fabrication. In this study an industrial structure (Ware 

House) is analyzed and designed. 

Pre Engineering building means steel building system which 

is predesigned and prefabricated. In this study, know the Cost 

effective tool which helps to utilize the optimum cross-

sections of steel. In this study we will study about the 

efficiency between Pre-engineered building and conventional 

steel building. In order to study the differences between their 

ability we will use software PRIMAVERA to calculate the 

time and cost efficiency of PEB and CEB. In this study we 

will compare the PEB with the CSB and the advantages of 

PEB over CSB in relation to economic and time 

consideration. 
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1.INTRODUCTION  
 
In civil engineering, a pre-engineered building (PEB) is 

designed by a PEB supplier or PEB manufacturer, to be 

fabricated using best suited inventory of raw materials 

available from all sources and manufacturing methods 

that can efficiently satisfy a wide range of structural and 

aesthetic design requirements. Within some geographic 

industry sectors these buildings are also called pre-

engineered metal buildings (PEMB) or, as is becoming 

increasingly common due to the reduced amount of pre-

engineering involved in custom computer-aided designs, 

simply engineered metal buildings (EMB).During the 

1960s, standardized engineering designs for buildings 

were first marketed as PEBs.Historically, the primary 

framing structure of a pre-engineered building is an 

assembly of I-shaped members, often referred to as I-

beams. In pre-engineered buildings, the I beams used are 

usually formed by welding together steel plates to form 

the I section. The I beams are then field-assembled (e.g. 

bolted connections) to form the entire frame of the pre-

engineered building. Some manufacturers taper the 

framing members (varying in web depth) according to 

the local loading effects. Larger plate dimensions are 

used in areas of higher load effects. Other forms of 

primary framing can include trusses, mill sections rather 

than three-plate welded, castellated beams, etc. The 

choice of economic form can vary depending on factors 

such as local capabilities (e.g. manufacturing, 

transportation, construction) and variations in material 

vs. labor costs. 

Typically, primary frames are 2D type frames (i.e. may 

be analyzed using two-dimensional techniques). 

Advances in computer-aided design technology, 

materials and manufacturing capabilities have assisted a 

growth in alternate forms of pre-engineered building 

such as the tension fabric building and more 

sophisticated analysis (e.g. three-dimensional) as is 

required by some building codes. 

While pre-engineered buildings can be adapted to suit a 

wide variety of structural applications, the greatest 

economy will be realized when utilizing standard details. 

An efficiently designed pre-engineered building can be 

lighter than the conventional steel buildings by up to 

30%. Lighter weight equates to less steel and a potential 

price savings in structural framework. 

Pre-Engineered buildings are being preferred over 

conventional buildings for industrial construction due to 

its fast construction. Following is the comparison 

between Pre-Engineered building and Conventional 

Buildings for steel structures, which shows advantages of 

pre-engineered buildings over conventional buildings. 

2.NEED OF STUDY OF PEB IN INDIA 

India has the second fastest growing economy in the 

world and a lot of it, is attributed to its construction 

industry which figures just next to agriculture in its 

economic contribution to the nation. In its steadfast 

development, the construction industry has discovered, 

invented and developed a number of technologies, 

systems and products; one of them being the concept of 

Pre-engineered Buildings (PEBs). As opposed to being 

on-site fabricated, PEBs are delivered as a complete 

finished product to the site from a single supplier with a 

basic structural steel framework with attached factory 

finished cladding and roofing components. The structure 

is erected on the site by bolting the various building 

components together as per specifications. PEBs are 

developed using potential design software. The onset of 

technological advancement enabling 3d-modelling and 

detailing of the proposed structure and coordination has 

revolutionised conventional building construction. 

PEBs have hit the construction market in a major way 

owing to the many benefits they possess. They exemplify 

the rising global construction, technology and while they 

oppose the practice of conventional building construction 
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they simultaneously have taken it to a higher level too. 

Worldwide, they are a much used concept with studies 

revealing that 60% of the non-residential low-rise 

building in USA are pre-engineered; for India the 

concept has been gaining momentum and the scope of 

growth is guaranteed looking at India's huge 

infrastructural requirements. Studies already validate that 

India has the fastest growing market in the PEB 

construction segment. The scope of using PEBs ranges 

from showrooms, low height commercial complexes, 

industrial building and workshops, stadiums, schools, 

bridges, fuel stations to aircraft hangers, exhibition 

centres, railway stations and metro applications. While 

we are still to see PEBs being used in residences in India, 

one can see their optimal use in warehouses, industrial 

sheds, sports facilities etc. The Delhi Airport and the 

metro projects of Delhi, Bangalore and Mumbai are also 

examples of PEB applications. The PEB industry has 

evolved over the years. What started as a role limited to 

design and manufacturing PEBs, has widened today to 

making firms responsible for the erection of structure 

too. 

A PEB system in totality consists of a structural system, 

sandwich panels, roofing, exterior facade and 

accessories. The PEB concept based on a proper design 

usually involves a thorough project information data 

including complete details like building parameters, 

grade of steel, secondary member details, paint coat on 

steel members, welding, anchor bolts steel grade, roof & 

wall liner / panel, insulation, sky light, gutters, 

mezzanine, ridge ventilation to name a few. Following 

this input, the drawings for general arrangement, Anchor 

Bolt & Template Fabrication & Erection are prepared 

 

3.HISTORY OF PEB  
 

The origins of metal buildings date back nearly 150 

years when British metal building companies developed 

this application. Walker Construction Company 

provided its original self-supporting barrel roof concept 

in 1832 and Morewood and Rogers provided 

warehouses to California during the gold rush in 18501. 

Similarly Hemming and Company supplied six churches 

to the diocese of Melbourne (Australia) in 1853. These 

church buildings weights about 50 tons when packaged 

and included a steel frame covered with galvanized 

corrugated sheets. An air gap was provided between the 

exterior steel and the interior wooden skin for air 

circulation. 

During World War II, the need for "ready to erect" 

structures arose for use as barracks and maintenance 

facilities that could be containerized and shipped. Pre-

engineered Steel buildings, which could be bolted 

together and required no welding at the site, were thus 

produced in significant quantities. By the end of the war, 

it was clear that the industry would not return to its pre-

war product offerings. Metal buildings were here to stay. 

The post-war construction boom offered an ideal 

opportunity to mass produce buildings for a variety of 

non-residential industries. Metal building companies 

learned that partnerships with local contractors across a 

region, or even the entire country, were an effective way 

to deliver a building structure to the end customer. 

Buildings during this time were still prefabricated as the 

marketplace adapted to the limited, standard sizes that 

were available. However, the industry started offering 

several "standard sizes" to meet demand. The increase in 

standard sizes and the growing demand made 

prefabrication uneconomical and gave way for custom 

designed buildings. At this time, still well before the 

computer age, the process came to be known as the "pre-

engineered" metal buildings (PEB). 

The advent of the computer to analyze and design 

structural members has ultimately led to the current 

"made-to-order" process. Today, the metal building 

industry boasts a capability of producing buildings for 

virtually any low-rise, non-residential end use. These 

buildings are designs and quickly analyzed for structural 

integrity by engineers, who have vast knowledge of the 

applicable regional building codes. The custom design 

practice allows for economy in building design that 

makes metal buildings very attractive. 

In order to accurately design a pre-engineered building, 

engineers consider the clear span between bearing 

points, bay spacing, roof slope, live loads, dead loads, 

collateral loads, wind uplift, deflection criteria, internal 

crane system and maximum practical size and weight of 

the fabricated members for efficient transportation and 

handling. Before the computer design era, PEB 

manufacturers had developed pre-calculated tables for 

different structural elements in order to allow designers 

to select the most efficient I-beams size for their 

projects. However, the computer-aided design software 

era has rendered the table selection procedure obsolete. 

A pre-engineered building (PEB) is designed by a PEB 

supplier or manufacturer, using sophisticated design 

software which takes into account the strength and 

thickness of available steel, the building loading criteria 

like wind resistance, snow loading, seismic zone, and a 

host of other loads that the building may be subjected to. 

In addition to the design integrity, the corrosion 

resistance of the steel materials used is of great 

importance. The building components are manufactured 

to exacting standards so assembly at the site is not 

hampered. Today's PEBs can efficiently satisfy a wide 

range of structural and aesthetic design requirements. 

Ideally, the available material inventory is added to the 

software database and the software selects the 

appropriate materials for optimum design. It does 

include the flexibility to specify the preferred material 

thickness and mechanical properties. 
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4.ADVANTAGES OF PEB 

 
 Construction time: PEB reduces the total 

construction cost by the least 40% which leads 

to faster occupancy and early revenue. 

 Lower cost: Saving is accomplished in design, 

manufacturing and erection cost. 

 Large clear span: In PEB the buildings can be 

given up to 90m clear spans which is the 

important advantage of PEB with column free 

space. 

 Flexibility of expansion: PEB can be easily 

expanded in length by adding additional bays. 

 Quality control: PEB’s are manufactured under 

controlled conditions depending on the site and 

hence the quality is assured. 

 Low maintenance: PEB’s have high quality 

paint systems for cladding which gives long 

durability and low maintenance costs. 

 

5.DISADVANTAGES OF PEB 
 

 Susceptible to Corrosion: If not properly 

maintained the steel frames are susceptible to 

corrosion, thus special coatings becomes 

necessary to resist the corrosion of steel. 

 Low Thermal Resistivity: Steel being a metal 

is good at conducting heat, thus it reduces the 

thermal comfort in the building. 

 Low Fire Resistance: During fire, this type of 

building becomes more susceptible to damage 

due its conductivity. 
 

6.APPLICATIONSOF PRE-ENGINEERED 

BUILDINGS – PEB: 
 

Some of the many applications of PEB are: 

 Factories, Warehouses, Workshops, Offices 

 Gas stations 

 Showrooms 

 Aircraft hangers 

 Metro stations 

 Bridges, Railway platform shelters 

 Outdoor stadium canopies 

 Schools, Indoor stadium roofs 

 Vehicle parking sheds 

PEB are more advantageous than the conventional 

structures in economy, speed of construction and simple 

erection. As these structures have a wide scope, they 

must be preferred and utilized. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

7.CONCLUSION 
 

Choosing  steel  to  design  a  Pre-engineered  steel 

structures building is to choose a material which offers 

low  cost,  strength,  durability,  design  flexibility, 

adaptability and recyclability. Steel is the basic material 

that  is  used  in  the  Materials  that  are  used  for  Pre-

engineered  steel  building.  It negates from regional 

sources.    It  also  means  choosing  reliable  industrial 

products  which  come  in  a  huge  range  of  shapes  

and colours; it means rapid site installation and less 

energy consumption.And it can also save time and cost 

as compared to Conventional steel building. 
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